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TERMLY MEETING of THE RIDGEWAY (TR)  

PERFORMANCE AND STANDARDS COMMITTEE 

 

The meeting was held at 

The Ridgeway School, Farnham 

March 07. 2022 

 

MINUTES 

 

Present:  Darryl Morgan (DM), Headteacher   STH 
Ben Newton (BN), Chair of Committee PA 

   Mark Rosling (MR), Chair of LGB  COP  
Richard Sawtell (RS)    COP 
Sue Stephens (SS)    COP 
Martina Vaughan Williams (MVW)  ST 

 
Apologies:    Jesse Chapman (JC)    PA  

Rachel O’Grady (ROG)    COP 
Joanna Rendall (JR)     COP 

 
In attendance:  Tom Byrne (TB), Deputy Headteacher 

Alison Dudley (AD), Governance Clerk 
Mel Hepper (MH) (dep. 1745) 
Ralph Johnson (RJ), Chair WMAT Board or Trustees 

   Debra Ward (DW), Deputy Headteacher   
 
The following documents had been sent to governors before the meeting: 

• 07.03.22 P&S agenda 

• 22.11.21 P&S minutes 
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Papers tabled: 

• Evidence for Learning – Mobile Family Application 

• Curriculum update 

Governor support and challenge highlighted 

Governor support and challenge highlighted (submitted via email ahead of the meeting) 

Action required highlighted 

Governor information 

(During the meeting, governors and clerk had regard to the Terms of Reference for LGB, as set out in 
Weydon Multi-Academy Trust Scheme of Delegation (SOD), updated July 2021) 

This meeting began @ 1700 

 
 

 TOPIC 

 

1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND ACCEPTANCE (statutory) 
a) Absences - none 
b) Agreed apologies for absence – JC, ROG, JR 
c) Quorum – the meeting was quorate 
d) Welcome to Mel Mardle (MM) and RJ; introductions by all to all 

2 DECLARATION OF INTEREST  (statutory) 
a) Governors were reminded of requirement to complete the register of interest update 

form, where applicable 
b) Governors were asked to declare any interest in specific agenda items at this meeting – 

none was received 
c) Governors noted:  

i. Advice given by governors at this school is incidental to their professional expertise 
and is not being given in their professional capacity 

ii. Governors respect the confidential nature of discussions and do not disclose 
governor business or decisions. When minutes of governing body meetings, Part 1, 
are approved they are made available to any member of the public who requests 
sight of them 

3 STAFF PRESENTATION 

a) Presenter: Melanie Hepper, class teacher with responsibility for mental health and 

wellbeing 

Subject: Recovery curriculum, with particular reference to The Resilience Doughnut work, 

and setting up the new EDI (Equality, Diversity & Inclusion) Group  

a. DM intro re how this links into scheme of learning for the home environment and 

its role vis-a-vis parent engagement – noted that pupils love being able to show 

parents/carers what they are doing in school e.g. matching things exercises which 
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pupils are then able to demonstrate/link into everyday things at home e.g. laying 

the table 

b. All interactions present an opportunity to encourage the child; making pupils feel 

noticed – friendships, relationships, appreciation 

c. Update/overview re the following activities/initiatives: 

i. Doughnut moments 

ii. Magic moment seekers! 

iii. World book day update 

iv. The Ridgeway’s Got Talent! 

d. SS: do parents/carers also get introduction into the scheme? Pending, Cafe Chat 

activity. DM – ref. link between that and evidence for learning – that is a big step, 

to engage parents/carers in that way 

e. DM: applicable to everyone – staff have also said how valuable some of this is and 

really useful for them too 

f. DM: resilience is re awareness of one’s own strengths e.g. encouraging students to 

ask of themselves “what can you do you get yourself into the classroom” if e.g. a 

student is lying on the floor refusing to engage 

g. MR: of the 7 factors, everything makes a lot of sense with the possible exception 

of the element handling money? MH – this is because this is a mainstream model; 

this is quite hard to score for TR students – although it has been used to explain in 

the context of how to use money for holidays, clubs etc.  

h. MVW re examples – great to enable pupils to share appreciation for their 

parents/carers 

i. MH to send slides, AD to forward to all 

j. EDI – outline provided of: 

i. Where we are 

ii. Next steps 

iii. Explanation re mental health and wellbeing as part of this initiative 

k. BN: March 21. 2022, noted that there is a meeting re unconscious bias. DM said 

that this might be led by an external trainer. DM said that at the WMAT group, 

there was a concern among the participants cited - this came out in the surveys 

the WMAT schools led too – re reticence, fear even of e.g. getting things wrong 

e.g. fear of using the wrong terminology and unintentionally causing 

offence/demonstrating naivety re issues which, in itself, causes offence. Concern: 

what is PC politically correct) and not 

l. BN asked, is there overlap with this and PSHE (personal, social, health, emotional) 

lessons – DM yes, Zippy’s Friends 

m. This will also run through every aspect/member of the school community 

eventually – and it will be applied to policies too e.g. recruitment 

 

(MH dep. 1745) 
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4 TEACHING AND LEARNING UPDATE 

a) Presenter: Tom Byrne, deputy headteacher with responsibility for curriculum, learning 

and assessment 

(Papers were tabled) 

Subject:  Curriculum development work, with particular reference to how this sits within 

the new improvement targets derived from the strategic planning meeting January 2022, 

attended by governor representatives and LMT members  

a. Aim has been to maintain momentum post-COVID 

b. Early years – most of the students at TR fit into the developmental stage 0-5years 

– this means that students are enabled to access age-appropriate material in an 

early years way e.g. Shakespeare plays 

c. Play-based approach to learning has been adopted across the school 

d. Support staff – noted, the changes in role being asked of them – all adapting very 

well 

e. Increased possibilities of developing individualised learning have been welcomed 

f. Aim: to increase teachers’ subject knowledge such that groundwork for pupils can 

be covered more effectively 

g. RS: within a classroom now, there would be blocks of children doing the 

curriculum at different levels – and the lead teacher has got quite a lot going on? 

Whereas before, everyone was doing the same thing – doesn’t this make 

classroom life for the teacher much more difficult than before? DM re ways in 

which this is done – the method e.g. history linking into maths – fits in with 

mapping. Semi-formal learners and pre-formal learners enjoy different pathways, 

but the expectations around each group are consistent. TB: aim: identify greater 

clarity of expression; individual nature of what children learn has not changed; 

what has changed is the structure i.e. the oversight the school now has. TB would 

be able to identify what level each pupil was working at, and what needs to be put 

in place for them e.g. pre-formal learners need more repetition – they need ca. 2 

weeks to achieve awareness that what they are doing is independent. These 

children need time and the method shows this 

h. DM added that anticipation and understanding equips the younger, less 

experienced teachers with confidence – knowing that there is solid methodology 

behind delivery is empowering. RS said he understood this makes for a less 

subjective form of delivery 

i. RS: why not put pre-formal group together? DM said some of these students are 

very vulnerable - putting an ASD student (who is mobile, and very active) in with 

this group could be very dangerous 

j. SS asked re group work observed – this has in the past meant that not all children 

are engaged at the same time – but recently there is continuous engagement 

being observed – it has seemed really positive. DM - this has taken ca. 18months/2 

years to get here. TB needs a greater understanding of 0-5 
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k. Detrimental focus on Ofsted noted – this is child-centred motivation, this will 

make positive difference to rates of pupils’ progress. Going to use knowledge that 

children will get to map curriculum in a very clear way – unsure yet how that will 

look 

l. DM cf. non-neuro typical versus neuro-typical is different. RS asked, had there 

been any thoughts of how many profiles across a PAN of 110 you need – DM said 

can pare it down to ca. 10 

m. TB: re maths – teachers finding this most difficult to “deploy” – ref mastery 

approaches – special teachers have not received input into this. DM e.g. ref. 

funding frustrations  

n. The Maths Hub; also White Rose – have developed national curriculum approach 

to maths 

 

b) Update on EFL, the virtual learning platform which is now developed to provide parents 

with all targets and information on their child’s progress, including photos and filmed 

footage 

a. TR is 1/50 schools who use this; out of wider group of ca. 800 schools – so, very 

much early adoption 

b. Aim of project: joining up what happens in school with what happens at home 

c. Demo of test account noted 

d. Access login info only required once 

e. Ref communication function in the App – this is done via an alternative method, 

usually used e.g. phone, email etc. 

f. The targets which activities are linked to are shown 

g. Learning journeys doc.s – can now be compiled in a very user-friendly way – this 

was previously much more difficult for families, and a time-inefficient method for 

staff 

h. All is stored in 1 place for families to access 

i. So much progress versus last year same time 

i. Capture of feedback to parents – is this done by email now? Yes – teacher 

will send alert to indicate something has been sent 

ii. SS – note that so much staff time is saved as a result of this. One member 

of staff had commented to SS during a monitoring visit that so much time 

had been saved as a result of implementation; also that commentary is 

contemporaneous and therefore invariably more accurate 

iii. MR re how evidence is sifted, to decide which is shown to parents? TB: 

assessment which is shown must be purposeful – to ensure that all links 

focus on demonstrating how a team is moving that child forward. TB needs 

to capture micro step – capped at 2 or 3 is enough often e.g. MVW class – 

pace of learning is much quicker – unrealistic to capture that level of info 

for every child all the time 
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iv. RS asked is all the data gathered and trends looked for? Software allows 

one to manipulate that data? Demo given 

v. MM – how do you make sure the information is secure? Before the 

software was bought, went out to the DPO (data protection officer) and 

got assurance that all met requirements; also all the iPads are password-

protected; also if a device disappears, can be automatically accessed, 

remotely, and wiped; because web-based have one through-process to 

make sure it is as safe as it can be 

vi. BN: said that one of his motivations to become a governor in the first 

instance had been an understanding/fear of the potential for enormous 

disconnect from his child’s education – this technology has provided him, 

and other families, insights and closeness to child’s education, which would 

otherwise never have been imagined/possible 

(TB dep. 1850) 

5 GOVERNOR MONITORING VISITS 

a. Update re Farnham College for 6th form –  

a. LA (local authority) has said it is happy for TR to increase PAN (published 

admissions number); they will pay for works to the building, and cost of lease – 

to be reviewed at subsequent meeting 

b. Ref. recent discussion with Farnham Education Trust – noted, before 

discussion re lease of the building will only become possible once Activate no 

longer running the college  

c. March 17th is next step – MR asked, would this mean that, pending a positive 

decision, the go-ahead could be given in time for start September 2022? 

6 MINUTES  (statutory)                                                         

Governors recorded these minutes as an accurate record. These to be signed by the Chair, 

and filed in school 

7 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES  (statutory) 

Governors discussed actions raised at previous meeting 22.11.21, recording all those 

completed, and where applicable agreeing any next steps 

8 DATE OF NEXT MEETING AND FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS  (statutory)                                                                            

Governors noted dates of next meetings: 

25.04.22 finance  

25.04.22 LGB 

13.06.22 Finance 

20.06.22 P&S 

20.06.22 LGB 
 

 

Closed @ 1900 

CONFIDENTIALITY & PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 
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Governors noted: 

a) Advice given by governors at this school is incidental to their professional expertise and is 

not being given in their professional capacity, and 

b) Governors respect the confidential nature of discussions and do not disclose governor 

business or decisions. When (part 1) minutes of governing board meetings are approved, 

they are made available to any member of the public who requests sight of them 
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MATTERS ARISING 

 TOPIC 

 

5 GOVERNOR MONITORING VISITS 

Update re Farnham College for 6th form –  

LA (local authority) has said it is happy for TR to increase PAN (published admissions number); 

they will pay for works to the building, and cost of lease – to be reviewed at subsequent 

meeting  

6 MINUTES  (statutory)                                                         

Governors recorded these minutes as an accurate record. These to be signed by the Chair, 

and filed in school 

 


